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1 IntroductionDefault principles (which we will usually refer to simply as defaults) are generally expressed as typicalitystatements of the form \typically X's are Y's", where X and Y are general classes of objects. Muche�ort in arti�cial intelligence has been directed toward the development of logic-based approaches forinterpreting, representing, and reasoning with and about typicality statements. A variety of formalismshave been proposed including, but not limited to, Delgrande's conditional logic[4], [5] McDermott andDoyle's NML[21], Reiter's Default Logic (DL)[36], McCarthy's circumscription[17], Poole's hypotheticalreasoning framework[32], and Schlechta's treatment of defaults as generalized quanti�ers[37].1 Each ofthese formalisms treats typicality statements|which henceforth we denote X typ! Y without intending anybias toward a particular formalism|somewhat di�erently in its interpretation of typicality, in technique,and in its success in modeling the whole of default reasoning.In this paper we take a tour of various themes in default reasoning. The tour traces an odysseythat we have taken, beginning with a representational di�culty that arose in our attempt to formalizewhat are loosely called \prototypes," and which to avoid terminological confusion we will de�ne belowas individual-inference-stand-ins. This leads to related di�culties in more traditional default formalisms.An underlying issue is that of stating that a potential default principle is not appropriate. While we seethis arise most dramatically in our attempt to formalize individual-inference-stand-ins|which may di�erconceptually from the more standard \typicality-based" default treatments|the problem does surface inthese other approaches as well.We �rst noticed the need for denials of defaults in exploring the issue of \range defaults" [23]. In thatand other papers [24, 25] we have continued to investigate denials. Several other researchers (Delgrande[4, 5], Poole [32], Schlechta [37]) have independently studied default denials.In section 3 we present our treatment of reasoning based on individual-inference-stand-ins, and thenshow in section 4 that this treatment is subject to substantial di�culties, speci�cally regarding therepresentation of the denial of defaults (i.e., asserting that a given default principle does not hold). Wethen point out similar di�culties in the more traditional default formalisms, which Delgrande, Poole, andSchlechta have also noted and addressed. In section 5 we discuss and evaluate the Delgrande, Poole, andSchlechta proposals. In section 6 we analyze the problem in more detail and suggest that it arises when aformalism promotes the conation of two distinct components of default reasoning: the inferential use ofa default principle and its descriptive mention. We then present our own solution, which is to separateuse from mention. We show that the application of our solution to traditional formalisms requires onlythe addition of a single �rst-order predicate (in a quotational language), thereby achieving both use and1See [9] for a good review of several of the logic-based formalismsmentioned as well as other non-logic-based formalisms.3



mention capacities, in contradistinction to other approaches that undertake massive revision of traditionalNMR in order to formulate denials.2 TerminologyDespite their di�erences most, if not all, of the standard default formalisms share the common view that atypicality statement is a rule of thumb that can be applied (in a way highly dependent on the formalism)to objects represented in the reasoner's ontology. Thus we use the X typ! Y notation in a (hopefully)neutral manner, which can be regarded as applying equally to default logic, circumscription, and so on.In order to achieve clarity in our discussion, we o�er some additional terminological guidelines relatedto what appears to be in common informal usage, as well perhaps in Cognitive Psychology. There aremany terms that are used for similar and not always clearly-delimited notions: archetype, prototype,generic element, default concept, exemplar, typical element, etc. At the risk of adding to the confusion,we will provide yet additional terms, but with (we hope) clear de�nitions. Some of these terms will be usedin a later section in an (ultimately abortive but revealing) attempt toward a new default formalizationbased on these terms, that will in turn lead to a much improved formal variant on traditional defaultapproaches.A stand-in SI for a class C is a conceptual entity (in a reasoning agent G) that \comes-to-mind" inG's thinking when class C is mentioned. This does not require G to believe that most members (or indeedany members) of C are much like SI at all. As an example, suppose G invariably thinks of a vivid bluebird whenever birds are mentioned, even though there is not a preponderance of vivid blue birds andeven if G knows this. G may wisely refrain from drawing conclusions about birds based on characteristicsof his stand-in SI, even while continuing to have thoughts of SI when birds are mentioned.Even when a stand-in is regarded as very like most members of C, it may fail to be used to drawconclusions about individuals, and for good reason. For instance, in deciding grades in a certain course,a teacher may from past experience have excellent reason to believe that at least 85% of the students willreceive the grade of B. Yet he is not likely to use this belief to form and employ a default principle to thee�ect that any particular student will receive a B; rather, he examines each student's record to see whatgrade has been earned. In fact, if the teacher were to use such a default, it may well lead to a version ofthe Lottery Paradox [15, 20, 10, 35], since he may also have a strong belief that at least, say, 5% of thestudents will receive an A: then the default could lead him to guess that each individual student gets aB, which conicts with the belief about some students receiving A's.Thus the decision to make inferences about individuals from information about what most membersof a class are like, is not the same thing as having strong beliefs about what most members are like.4



In some situations, at least, outcomes (e.g., grades) are of a kind that calls for �nding out more aboutindividuals rather than basing decisions on initial, very limited information. Thus reasoning about possibledefaults and their appropriateness or inappropriateness becomes very important. If forced to guess whata student's grade will be, the teacher might well guess B, but yet will refrain from treating this as theactual grade.2Such stand-ins would appear to �gure quite a bit in human thought. Further examples are \the girlnext door" (as a stand-in for the class of girls) and \the friendly neighborhood cop" (as a stand-in forthe class of police o�cers). These may be �ctitious entities altogether, or largely or fully based on realpersons. And G need make no assumptions about girls and police based on such stand-ins.We thus distinguish a special kind of stand-in SI that G takes to be very like a preponderance of themembers of C; and from which G is disposed to draw conclusions about a given member M of C, namelythat M shares with SI any properties of interest, unless there is reason to refrain from this. We willcall such an SI an individual-inference-stand-in.3 As an example, G may in fact believe a preponderanceof birds are blue, and may also comfortably draw the (defeasible) conclusion that a particular bird ofinterest is blue from this.Even if G employs an individual-inference-stand-in for C, there may or may not exist an actualmember of C that is similar to a preponderance of the members of C in all respects of interest. Anindividual-inference-stand-in is a conceptual entity in G's thinking.To gather the above into a de�nition: An individual-inference-stand-in of a class C is a conceptualentity IISI that is associated by a reasoning agent G with members of the class, reecting a tendencyon G's part to recall and reason with IISI when class C or a member thereof is under consideration.In particular, G may treat such a member as similar to IISI when little detail about that member isavailable.The above terminological distinction between stand-ins in general and individual-inference-stand-insallows us to make a further distinction that will inform the rest of our paper: G may observe that hisstand-in SI is in fact not typical of class C; in so observing, G is not using SI to draw conclusions aboutany particular individual member of C, but rather is mentioning a fact about how C and SI are related.Similarly, G may observe (mention to himself) that his stand-in SI is typical of C and furthermoreappropriate for use as an individual-inference-stand-in and may then proceed to actually use this toconclude of member M of C that it has property P in common with SI.2This may well be thought of as having one's default and eating it too, a delicate default meta-reasoning that surely ispart of commonsense. One aspect of this is a principal focus of this paper: how to represent the belief that a given defaultis inappropriate for use despite perhaps correctly reecting what most of a class is like.3This may bear an interesting relationship to the notion(s) that exemplars and prototypes correspond to in CognitivePsychology [8, 38, 22]; but we do not wish to take sides among the various competing theories there, hence we have adoptedour own neutral term. 5



The distinction we wish to emphasize is that G can both use and mention individual-inference-stand-ins, and that these are not the same activities. This is most evident when G mentions that a stand-inis not typical, and this is where default denials will enter. However, even mentioning that a stand-in istypical is not the same thing as using it to draw a default conclusion about a particular member of C,nor even the same thing as believing one should so use it. This rather obvious distinction will play acentral role in what follows. The one (mention) is a statistical assertion relating the entire class C to astand-in, and the other is a disposition to reason to a conclusion about an individual member of C. Thiswill be treated in detail in section 6.3 Formalizing Individual-Inference-Stand-InsWe now try to formalize individual-inference-stand-ins, which will turn out to be a very di�erent way toview typicality (and hence defaults) from the usual formal treatments. In fact, it will ultimately be seennot to work, but for reasons that will then bear signi�cantly on all default formalisms.For each general class of interest, C, we designate a special �ctitious4 element of C as its individual-inference-stand-in: iisi(C). It seems natural to consider that this �ctitious object's having certain prop-erties is what \encodes" the defaults about the concept that it represents. So for example for a givenagent G, iisi(Tree) may have the property \has leaves" (which might be thought of as amounting toG's default that \typically trees have leaves"): Tree typ! Has Leaves. G's reliance on the properties ofiisi(Tree) to (defeasibly) decide about the status of a particular real tree (e.g., that it too has leaves)amounts to G's predisposition to use that default.Here we extend a �rst-order language to include representations of these mental notions in the formof constant symbols called iisi-constants. For each formula � with one free variable we write iisi� todenote the individual-inference-stand-in for the class of �-objects. As rei�ed \objects of thought" iisi-constants have properties and are subject to manipulation in the reasoning process. That they are not\real" objects forces us to treat them somewhat judiciously and not altogether like actual objects, butthey are objects to reason about nonetheless.Enriching a formal reasoner's ontology to accommodate mental notions or concepts in general is nota new idea, nor is it new to AI ([33],[34] and [16] are examples). Indeed, Brachman[3] discusses the veryidea of reifying prototypical mental notions to represent defaults in frame-like inheritance networks, yetno one seems to have carried this out in a logic-based approach to see what, if any, advantages and/orshortcomings might arise. One of Brachman's objections to the treatment of typicality in frame-like4There is an extensive and controversial literature on non-existent objects. See [14] for a good review. We will not beconcerned with these issues here. 6



approaches is that the interpretation of the typicality concepts themselves is open to confusion and debate.There is no such confusion in the formalism we present here; a iisi-constant is, indeed, a \prototypicalindividual that somehow typi�es the kind" ([3] p. 89). We will �nd that �ctitious individuals encounter asevere problem, even inconsistencies, when exposed to the rigors of formalism (Section 4). In the process,however, we will learn a valuable lesson that will be applied to standard default formalisms in latersections.3.1 A formal approach3.1.1 iisi-constantsThe iisi-constant formalism is based on a standard �rst-order theory T with language L. We will describean extension Tiisi of T for reasoning with iisi-constants. By way of notational convention, let 	, �, andvarious subscripted �i's stand for formulae of L containing one free variable. We extend L to include onenew constant symbol iisi� for each such � in L. We will call this extended language Liisi. The symbola will be used to stand for a closed term in Liisi.As alluded to above, the intended interpretation of the constant iisi� is the reasoner's notion ofthe typical-�-object; for example, iisiBird(x) denotes the typical-bird-object. (Note: From here on, forconvenience, we drop the `(x)' from the iisi-constant notation, and will write, for instance, iisiBird insteadof iisiBird(x).) Defaults are encoded as expressions of the form �(iisi	 ), which can be read \the typical-	-object has property �" or \the typical-	-object is a �." For instance, the default that \the typicalbird ies" (or \typically birds y") is written F lies(iisiBird ).Sometimes, when discussing the iisi-constant approach to defaults, we will revert to the neutral`	 typ! �' notation instead of `�(iisi	)'|notice the transpositioning of `�' and `	'|because it is closerto the traditional way of depicting and reading defaults. Thus in the iisi-constant approach typ! is not anew logical connective. Note that although in 	 typ! � there is an apparent free variable,5 the intendedreading is \typically 	's are �'s" with no free variable. Thus Bird(x) typ! F lies(x) should be regardedas a closed sentence. Moreover Bird(tweety) typ! F lies(tweety) is ill-formed; there is no substitutionof terms permitted for the apparent free variable in typ! expressions. It may be less confusing to writeBird typ! F lies for the default principle.In addition to the axioms of the original theory T, the extended theory Tiisi contains one properaxiom schema: �(iisi�) Schema A5Because 	 and � have one free variable each. 7



which just assures that � applies to (iisi�); e.g., that the typical bird is a bird (i.e., Bird(iisiBird )), thetypical singing bird sings and is a bird (i.e., Sings(iisiSings^Bird ) ^Bird(iisiSings^Bird )), and so on.In addition to T's inference rules, Tiisi contains one default inference rule:�(iisi	); 	(a); Unknown(:�(a))�(a) Rule Dwhich sanctions the judicious use of the encoded default appearing as the leftmost component to theantecedent of the rule. The intuition behind the rule is this: if a is a 	-object then assume it to beas much like the typical-	-object as possible. Thus if the typical-	-object has property � then so tooshould a, unless known to the contrary.The condition Unknown(:�(a)) attached to rule D represents a criterion that tests for the appro-priate application of the default �(iisi	 ), thereby giving the formalism its nonmonotonic avor. Forour purposes we need not choose a particular implementation of Unknown, though several possibilitiescome to mind, including �x-point consistency checking in the style of Reiter's Default Logic (DL) andMcDermott and Doyle's NML (both undecidable), circumscription (semi-decidable), and the negativeintrospection facility of step-logics (decidable)[6], [7].63.1.2 Some pleasant featuresOne nice feature of the iisi-constant approach to default reasoning is that, like circumscription, it requiresno special logical connective (e.g., Delgrande's `)' connective [4], [5]) which is semantically distinguishedfrom �rst-order material implication in order to write defaults. Nor are we committed to a modal operatorthat loosely corresponds to our Unknown (e.g., the `M' operator of McDermott and Doyle[21]).Delgrande helps point out another nice feature of the iisi formalism by distinguishing the ability toreason with defaults from the ability to reason about defaults. Reasoning with a default is simply using itto come to a conclusion about an individual instance of the default rule. Thus we infer that Tweety iesbecause she is a bird, birds typically y, and we don't know otherwise. Default formalisms are gearedtoward this kind of reasoning and hence have a fair amount of success with it.Reasoning about defaults, by contrast, allows a reasoner to infer a new default, perhaps from somestarting set of defaults.7 This, as Delgrande observes, is in general beyond the reach of DL and NML. Forexample to infer that \typically birds have wings" from \typically birds y" and \typically ying thingshave wings"8 is impossible in DL. DL's defaults are themselves inference rules, not part of the logicallanguage, so to infer a new default would require a mechanism within the logic that adds new inference6In NML and circumscription, rule D would be written as an axiom schema rather than an inference rule.7We will see even other abilities to be subsumed under reasoning about defaults later.8Or even to infer that \typically birds have wings" from \typically birds y" and \all ying things have wings".8



rules to the theory. DL has no such mechanism; nor does any other well-known logic.The iisi-constant theory presented here is able to model both reasoning with and about defaults (ascan one of Delgrande's formalisms [5] and circumscription). To see this notice that the a in rule D is notcon�ned to the original language L, but rather can be any closed term in Liisi, and in particular mayitself be an iisi constant (i.e., a constant symbol of the form iisi�1 ). In the case where a is in L, ruleD operates, in spirit, much like a default rule in DL whereby a \real" domain object can be attributeda property by default. So, for example, F lies(tweety) follows from F lies(iisiBird ), Bird(tweety), andUnknown(:F lies(tweety)). In the case where a is of the form iisi�1 , defaults can be combined tocreate new defaults. For example Winged(iisiBird ) follows from F lies(iisiBird ), Winged(iisiFlies ), andUnknown(:Winged(iisiBird)):9 More generally, the following results characterize, in part, the way de-faults are inferred in Tiisi.Theorem 3.1 (Transitivity) For all monadic predicate expressions �1, �2, and �3�2(iisi�1 );�3(iisi�2 ); Unknown(:�3(iisi�1 )) `T iisi �3(iisi�1 )(Note: The justi�cation for the term \transitivity" becomes evident when the theorem is written usingthe typ! notation as in: �1 typ! �2; �2 typ! �3; Unknown(:(�1 typ! �3)) `T iisi �1 typ! �3.)Proof: Using the default rule D where � is �3, 	 is �2, and a is iisi�1 the result follows immediately.2Theorem 3.2 (Compositionality) For all monadic predicate expressions �1, �2, and �3:(a) �2(iisi�1 ); 8xf�2(x)! �3(x)g `T iisi �3(iisi�1 )Or, in typ! notation, �1 typ! �2; 8xf�2(x)! �3(x)g `T iisi �1 typ! �3(b) 8xf�1(x)! �2(x)g; �3(iisi�2 ); Unknown(:�3(iisi�1 )) `T iisi �3(iisi�1 )Or, in typ! notation, 8xf�1(x)! �2(x)g; �2 typ! �3; Unknown(:(�1 typ! �3)) `T iisi �1 typ! �3Proof:(a) Follows immediately using substitution and modus ponens.(b) �1(iisi�1 ) is an axiom by schema A. �2(iisi�1 ) then follows from part (a) above. Thus by thetheorem 3.1, �3(iisi�1 ).29In our more suggestive notation, (Bird typ! Winged) follows from (Bird typ! F lies), (F lies typ! Winged), andUnknown(:(Bird typ! Winged)). 9



3.1.3 Some observations about the iisi-constant theoryMuch like basic circumscription, the bare theory presented here cannot adjudicate between prioritized,competing, or interacting defaults. Some additional machinery would be required to give intuitive resultswhen an ordering relation (be it subset-superset, chronological, etc.) exists between interacting defaults,but we see no principled reason to suspect that this cannot be done.On the other hand, one feature (among others) that distinguishes the present theory from circum-scription (when the predicate Ab is used to write defaults)10 is the subtle di�erence in the way the twoformalisms treat transitivity. In the iisi approach, defaults combine to reect truly transitive reasoning:from \typically P's are Q's" and \typically Q's are R's" conclude \typically P's are R's". On the otherhand, circumscription's Ab-default representation produces something like \typical P's which are typicalQ's are R's" from the same initial defaults. More formally, consider the Ab-style defaults below:8xfP (x) ^ :Ab1(x) ! Q(x)g (3.1)8xfQ(x)^ :Ab2(x) ! R(x)g (3.2)8xfP (x)^ :Ab1(x) ^ :Ab2(x) ! R(x)g (3.3)8xfP (x)^ :Ab3(x) ! R(x)g (3.4)Defaults (3.1) and (3.2) state roughly that \typically P's are Q's" and \typically Q's are R's", respectively.Default (3.3) follows from (3.1) and (3.2), but (3.4) does not (where Ab3 is an Ab-normality predicateintended to relate P and R). The di�erence between the two is that (3.3) reects a more \cautious"sort of default composition than (3.4); cautious because it notes that defaults (3.1) and (3.2) are beingcomposed by conjoining the Ab-normality predicates which appear in their antecedents. Default (3.4) ismore akin to the typ-style transitivity discussed above. We will not speci�cally argue the pros and consof (3.3) vs. (3.4); in a later section we further discuss abnormality predicates in circumscription.We have now laid out the basic iisi-constant theory. In the next section we continue with an analysis ofthe theory, focusing on an apparently new kind of default, leading to a major and instructive shortcomingof the iisi-constant approach.10We remind the reader of the standard use of Ab for abnormal [18]. In standard practice Ab predicates are indexedeither by subscripts or by aspect constants. We use the former technique here for now, switching to aspect constants laterwhen convenient. 10



4 Ranges and the Need for Denials: A ProblemThe typical person has two eyes, two arms, and a mouth; is not an infant, and is not the President of theUnited States. Thus iisiPerson is partially characterized byHas Two Eyes(iisiPerson ) ^ : : : ^ :President of the US(iisiPerson )But problems can arise. Continuing with the above example, the typical person is singularly gendered|ismale or female11|yet has no speci�ed gender. There are too many male and too many female peopleto exclude either maleness or femaleness as a likely possibility of the typical person. Thus both of thedefaults \typically people are male" and \typically people are female" are too restrictive and henceare inappropriate; i.e., \people are not typically male; and also not typically female" is also a piece ofcommonsense knowledge.12 Indeed, the knowledge that people commonly come in either gender is such aneveryday fact that we should view with suspicion any formalism that does not provide for its expression.In the gender default for people there is a range (i.e., the disjunction \male or female") which serves asa possible default conclusion, and this range cannot be restricted further.4.1 Range defaultsPerhaps the most general form of what we call range defaults13 is partly obscured in the example aboveby the fact that the class Person is normally thought of as being exhausted by the two subclasses Maleand Female (i.e., Male$ :Female). Consider a second example: typical wood has a color. It is eithertan like pine or (dark) brown like walnut, though it's hard to pin it down any more than this. There is justtoo much tan and too much brown wood to exclude either from the range of a default about wood color.But clearly this does not exhaust the possibilities for wood; there is black, pink, red, green, and evenpurple wood, though none are prevalent enough to warrant recognition in the range of the wood-colordefault.14In general, any number of non-exhaustive subclasses of class C can participate as disjuncts in therange of a default about C, which also asserts that any restriction of the disjunctive range is denied.11Note that this is a default, not a universal fact. There are rare hermaphroditic or neuter persons who are neither(singularly) male nor (singularly) female.12Note that this knowledge is used every day, and perhaps even more explicitly so in this era of political correctness.People often correct one another in particular over inappropriate use of the \masculinemystique" default: \typically peopleare male."13This terminology was introduced in [23], although irreducible disjunctive defaults is more descriptive. For brevity weretain our original usage. To forestall a possible confusion we note that the well-known GCWA of Minker[26] also dealswith default reasoning in the presence of disjunctive information. However, the ways disjunctions occur, and the kinds ofinferences drawn, are quite di�erent in GCWA and in range defaults.14Notice that if we did include all wood colors, we would no longer have a default at all. In general, if the disjuncts inthe range of a default about 	 exhaust the category 	, then we no longer have a default.11



In other words, a range default is an accepted default of the form \X's are typically Y's" where Y isa disjunction and for every shorter disjunction Z formed from the (disjunctive) components of Y, the(sub-)default \X's are typically Z's" is denied.How can range defaults be formally represented? Let I be any non-empty �nite set of (at leasttwo) indices used to specify the disjuncts in a range and let Wi2I �i be the range of a default about 	:\typically things that satisfy 	 also satisfy Wi2I �i". Using our typ! notation we denote the associatedrange default by15 	 typ! Wi2I �i (?)By (?) we intend two things. Firstly, that the plain disjunctive default principle	 typ! _i2I �i (4.1)obtains and secondly that the range cannot be restricted any further. That is, for every non-empty propersubset J of I the potential default principle 	 typ! _i2J �i (4.2)is denied :16 :(	 typ! _i2J �i) (4.3)4.1.1 Range defaults and iisi-constantsThough useful in some respects, it turns out that the iisi-constant formalism is too weak represent rangedefaults. The intuitive reason is that the associated iisi-constant would need to have the disjunctiverange property as well as fail to satisfy each and every disjunct. This produces a contradiction. Thefollowing theorem makes this formal.Theorem 4.1 Let R be a range default expressed in terms of a iisi-constant, then R is inconsistent.Proof: Straightforward. We illustrate the proof for the case of the gender range default. Heresentence (4.1) becomes Person(x) typ! Male(x) _Female(x) (4.4)15We �nd the following iconic representation visually useful, although we will expand it immediately into the conjunctionof statements (4.1) and (4.3) below.16This notion of denial is reminiscent of, but distinct from, Pollock's [31] notion of an undercutting defeater. Undercuttingquali�es the appropriate use of a default. Denial outright eliminates it as a default.12



and (4.3) yields :(Person(x) typ! Male(x)) and :(Person(x) typ! Female(x)) (4.5)where fmaleg and ffemaleg are the two non-empty proper subsets of I = fmale; femaleg. Using aniisi-constant, sentence (4.4) becomesMale(iisiPerson) _ Female(iisiPerson ) (4.6)which states that the typical person is either male or female, and (4.5) is:Male(iisiPerson) and :Female(iisiPerson) (4.7)which contradicts (4.6). 2This then captures in the iisi-constant formalism the oddity present in asserting that the typical personis singularly gendered, yet is not male and is not female. Theorem 4.1 states that in the iisi-constantformalism the oddity is present, and results in an inconsistency, regardless of the number of disjuncts inthe range of the default.To see further the cause of the contradiction notice that there is a strong intuitive pull toward twodi�erent readings of each of the statements in (4.7). Consider :Male(iisiPerson). One reading denies themasculine mystique, which we might denote by :[Male(iisiPerson)], and the other denies the malenessof the typical person, suggestively indicated by [:Male]((iisiPerson), itself a new mystique: the non-masculine mystique. However, formally these two readings are indistinguishable in any standard logic.So the iisi-constant formalism has encountered a seemingly insurmountable di�culty: the inabilityto express range defaults. This suggests that �ctitious iisi-entities may not be good choices for a for-mal treatment of default reasoning despite any psychological evidence that people use similar mentalrepresentations[8]. As previously mentioned, formal treatments of �ctitious entities are tricky. The aboveis one more illustration of this. Informal commonsense reasoning allows the use of �ctitious entities,and people have no trouble understanding that the associated contradictions of the sort shown aboveare not serious, because the entity is being used to represent a population trend . But the formal use of�ctitious entities in an attempt to capture the distinction between the trend statements \people tend tobe non-male" and \it is not the case that people tend to be male" ends up obliterating the distinction.The importance of an underlying trend statement will surface again, in a di�erent way, below. Soon wewill see that other formalisms found in the literature encounter related di�culties, albeit somewhat lesssevere, and we will develop a uniform simple treatment for these.13



4.1.2 Why bother?A natural question to ask is why bother with range defaults, or more precisely, with default denials atall? Why not just represent the default (?) by sentence 4.1 and ignore marking the sentence (4.2) asinappropriate? After all, a sentence like (4.1) will give the right result for any instance of a 	-object.Knowing that a particular unpainted chair is made of wood and that typically wood is tan or brownshould lead one to conclude (unless she knows to the contrary) that the chair is tan or brown. A reasonerneed not go on to deny the individual defaults \typically wood is tan" and \typically wood is brown" inreaching that conclusion.The answer is that default denials play a role in reasoning that is not accomplished solely with\ordinary" defaults. For instance there are cases in commonsense reasoning where it is not only importantto reach the correct default conclusion, but also to have meta-knowledge about one's own defaults whichitself can be reasoned with and about. This role is shown using a third illustration of a range default, thatcardinals typically are red or russet (rust-colored).17 Albino cardinals are exceptional. So it is indeeda commonsense disjunctive default. Moreover it is a range default since we do not accept (if we knowmuch about cardinals!) that cardinals typically are red, nor that cardinals typically are russet. Thereare proportionately too many red and too many russet cardinals for either to be useful defaults in mostdomains.Now, suppose you look out into the back yard of your house and notice that many red and no russetcardinals have gathered to eat. The plain disjunctive default that cardinals typically are red or russetdoes not prompt the conclusion that the collection of birds in your back yard is in any way unusual. Butthe event seems odd indeed, and you may have excellent reason to suspect so. Namely that it is not thecase that cardinals typically are red. With no real knowledge about cardinal feeding or social behavior,it is appropriate to wonder at the oddity, and speculate that perhaps only red cardinals leave the nestto feed, or that only male cardinals like the trees in your yard. Such wondering and speculation can beprompted by the additional denial of the default that cardinals typically are red.The above sort of knowledge that one may have about cardinals is precisely what a range default aboutcardinal color expresses, and this knowledge is crucial to the reasoning illustrated. Another illustrationis to inform another reasoner to avoid a mistaken default; e.g., reminding someone that \people arenot typically male." Thus, not only is the formal representation of range defaults of interest in a purelytheoretical sense (Can a formalism represent them?), it also has pragmatic rami�cations for commonsensereasoning formalisms.The representation and use of range defaults clearly hinges on the representation and use of denied17Typically males are red, females russet. 14



defaults: defaults that not only are not part of one's belief base but are explicitly believed to be false.This then is the topic we turn to next. However, we retain the larger picture of range defaults since theywill play a role in how we go about solving the representational problems.4.2 Denying defaults in other formalismsThe di�culty in representing range defaults is not peculiar to the iisi-constant approach. Let us returnto the example of the gender range default, and consider how to represent it in three other widely studiedformalisms, namely default logic (DL), nonmonotonic logic (NML), and circumscription. In each of thethree formalisms we can write the plain disjunctive default principle. In NML the default is written asthe axiom 8xfPerson(x) ^ Consis(Male(x) _ Female(x)) ! Male(x) _ Female(x)g: (4.8)In DL the default is written as the inference rulePerson(x) : Male(x) _ Female(x)Male(x) _ Female(x) (4.9)where P : QR has the approximate reading: If P is known, and if Q is consistent with all that is known,then R is inferred (known). In circumscription the default again is an axiom, as in NML, this time usingan abnormality predicate, Ab:188xfPerson(x) ^ :AbPerson;fMale;Femaleg(x) ! (Male(x) _ Female(x)g (4.10)In each formalism, the plain disjunctive default principle together with Person(Tony), for instance,can be used to produce Male(Tony) _ Female(Tony), which is as expected. However, this does not getus home free. How can we represent the denials of the feminine and masculine mystiques? When weuse the simple negation of the inappropriate (false) default (as we did above for range defaults usingiisi-constants) problems arise in each formalism. We discuss some of these in what follows.18Here we take up the practice of indexing Ab predicates with the names of the other predicates which appear in thedefault. 15



4.2.1 Denial in DLA technical problem surfaces in DL, because here defaults are represented not as formulas but as rulesof inference. Here the masculine mystique could be, and is in standard treatments, written asPerson(x) : Male(x)Male(x) (4.11)But in DL (as in any standard logic) there is no recognized formal notion of the negation of a rule ofinference.19 Thus there appears to be no built-in way in DL to deny the masculine mystique using thestandard representation of defaults. We will see later that a very simple change in default representationwill allow DL to do this, however.4.2.2 Denial in NMLTechnical machinery is not the only thing getting in the way of default denial representations. Defaultsare not merely declarative descriptions of facts about the commonsense world, such as \virtually all birdsin these parts can y." They also serve as procedures for basing defeasible inferences on those facts, suchas the inference that \the bird over there can y." It is duck soup to deny the former: \It is not the casethat virtually all birds in these parts can y." But denying a procedure is harder as we'll see in bothNML and circumscription.In NML, the standard representation of our ill-reputed masculine mystique default is8xfPerson(x) ^ Consis(Male(x)) ! Male(x)g (4.12)Its negation then is :8xfPerson(x)^ Consis(Male(x)) ! Male(x)g (4.13)which is equivalent to 9xfPerson(x) ^ Consis(Male(x)) ^ :Male(x)g (4.14)Intuitively (4.14) does not assert that the default itself is a bad one that should not be used so much asthat there exist counterexample (at least one) to (4.12). But counterexamples should be expected nowand then as simple evidence that (4.12) is a default after all, and not a universal fact. Thus a defaultand counterexamples to the default should be able to coexist rather than the counterexample negating(denying) the default.2019Delgrande [5] makes this same point.20This is addressed using a scopingmechanism in [10] and structural circumscription in [35]. However, neither scoping norstructural circumscriptionmeets our needs: we want to avoid the default, not keep using it. In our own proposal below, we16



This means that a denial is not the same as a counterexample: a default denial should go togetherwith the absence of the default. Yet in traditional formalisms defaults are codi�ed in terms of drawingconclusions about individuals: if such-and-such is the case, then conclude that a particular individualx has property P . Denying this leads directly to counterexamples (except in DL, where denials arenot representable using the standard treatment at all). So we are in a quandary; we will analyze andattempt to resolve this in Section 6 below. In brief preview the issue seems to revolve around thedi�erence between individual-oriented default representations (as in DL, NML, and circumscription) andpopulation-oriented default descriptions. (For related comments see [21], p. 44, where a distinction dueto Scriven is described.)4.2.3 Denial in circumscriptionCircumscription also has problems with denied defaults, much like those of NML. In the masculinemystique case, instead of the NML default axiom (4.12) we have8xfPerson(x) ^ :AbPerson;fMaleg(x) ! Male(x)g (4.15)Here again the issue is whether the outright negation of this, namely9xfPerson(x) ^ :AbPerson;fMaleg(x) ^ :Male(x)g (4.16)really counts as denying the undesired default; the same arguments we gave earlier for NML apply.Things only get worse when we try to reset the above in the original range (irreducible disjunctive)context. If a default has Wi2I �i(x) on its right hand side and jIj = n then not only are 2n � 2 denialsneeded (just as in NML) but so are 2n � 2 additional abnormality predicates, one for each of the propernon-empty subsets of I.21 (The proposed solution given in Section 6.3 may lend itself to a compactionof these exponentials associated with the sub-defaults of a range default.) More formally, for a default ofthe form 8xf	(x) ^ :Ab	;f�igi2I (x) ! _i2I�i(x)g (4.17)we require the negation of each of the more restrictive defaults of the form8xf	(x) ^:Ab	;f�igi2J (x) ! _i2J �i(x)g (4.18)can have the best of both worlds: denial of a default will avoid default, whereas a mere counterexample (properly scoped)leaves the default (both use and mention) in place for further inferences.21Note that n can be rather large; consider \typical" colors of crayon, for instance.17



where ; 6= J � I. Each of these denials is a counterexample axiom; i.e.,9xf	(x) ^ :Ab	;f�igi2J (x) ^ :_i2J �i(x)g (4.19)As an example, the gender range default (where I is fMale; Femaleg), including the negation of both themasculine and feminine mystiques, looks like8xfPerson(x) ^ :AbPerson;fMale;Femaleg(x) ! (Male(x) _ Female(x)g (4.20)9xfPerson(x) ^ :AbPerson;fMaleg(x) ^ :Male(x)g (4.21)9xfPerson(x)^ :AbPerson;fFemaleg(x) ^ :Female(x)g (4.22)Thus, in every model of (4.20){(4.22) there are two counterexample persons a and b with :Male(a) and:Female(b). The existence of a is asserted by (4.21) and the existence of b by (4.22). But much as notedin [10] the latter two counterexample axioms serve to block the use not merely of the mystiques but alsoof the desired default that people typically are gendered!22 The following theorem makes this precise,even when j I j= n > 2.Theorem 4.2 Let 	 and subscripted �'s be predicate letters, let I be a �nite set of indices with at least2 elements, let D be the plain disjunctive default8xf	(x) ^:Ab	;f�igi2I (x) ! _i2I�i(x)g;let S be the denial set (of sentences)f9x(	(x) ^ :Ab	;f�igi2J (x) ^ :_i2J �i(x)) j ; 6= J � Ig;and let a be a constant. Then S +D +	(a) 6 j=circWi2I �i(a).Proof: There is a minimal model (with respect to Ab	;f�igi2I ) of S +D +	(a) in which Wi2I �i(a)is not true, namely any model M with a single domain element. Speci�cally, 	(a) must be true, andin order for S to be true in M (i) for all J , ; 6= J � I, Ab	;f�igi2J (a) must be false and (ii) for eachi 2 I, �i(a) must be false. Now for D to be true (since 	(a) holds, and since Wi2I �i(a) fails becauseeach �i(a) fails) then Ab	;f�igi2I (a) must hold ;23 this requirement is easily satis�ed by interpreting22There are possible ways aroundthis, of course [10, 35]. However, the ones we are aware of involve yet further complicatingof the formalism. On the other hand, these remarks are intended as merely motivational; and our solution below avoidsthis entire issue by re-structuring the representation of default information in a very simple way.23Note: J 6= I, hence this is a distinct Ab predicate from the ones in S, all of which fail in M .18



Ab	;f�igi2I so that Ab	;f�igi2I (a) is true. These choices makeM a model of the axioms S+D+	(a).Moreover, M is minimal since the extension of Ab	;f�igi2I cannot be made smaller without violatingthe truth of D. 2Theorem 4.2 shows that in the presence of the denial set S, default reasoning is blocked. From	(a) and the default D one would expect the conclusion Wi2I �i(a), yet this is not forthcoming because:Ab	;f�igi2I (a) is not entailed. That is, we cannot show a to be normal even though we know nothingabout a that would make it abnormal.Another di�culty with this representation is that the meaning of the expression :Ab	;f�igi2J (x),found in each counterexample axiom, is unclear. In the absence of a believed default, what does:Ab	;f�igi2J (x) mean? Thus, what is it about a person and maleness that makes someone not ab-normal (i.e., normal), as asserted in the above denial of the masculine mystique (4.21), if there is no suchbelieved default asserting what is \normal maleness" for people, i.e., a default like (4.15), in the �rstplace? An abnormality predicate is the standard circumscriptive mechanism for asserting what is normal(and abnormal); and the meaning of such assertions is standardly given in default axioms such as (4.15).The absence of a default (like 4.15), not to mention the presence of its denial (like 4.21), together doublyrob us of the essential characterization of the meaning of the default's abnormality predicate! We willreturn to this in Section 6.1.Thus circumscription has the same problems with range defaults as does NML, along with somepuzzling features regarding the semantics of the various abnormality predicates. In short, denial seemsto create varied di�culties for most of the widely regarded default formalisms. While there are waysof handling some of these problems in isolation, we will propose an alternate approach that appears tohandle all of the denial problems simultaneously and uniformly across all the formalisms we will considerin this paper.4.3 Disjoined defaultsReasoning about defaults is not limited to their denial. For example, consider remembering that there isa sport that Canadians typically love, and that it is either hockey or soccer, but being unsure of which.If Pierre is a Canadian we might reasonably conjecture that either Pierre loves hockey or Pierre lovessoccer. Notice that this is very di�erent from our earlier singularly-gendered (male or female) default:the Canadian example consists of two separate defaults at least one of which is taken to be true. Inparticular if Jeanette is also Canadian, then we conjecture Jeanette and Pierre both love the same sport.There is no implicit denial in this case; nevertheless Default Logic has no way to represent the disjunctionof two defaults. 19



5 Related WorkThe general issue of denying and otherwise reasoning about defaults has not gone unnoticed. Threeexisting approaches are those of Delgrande, Poole, and Schlechta, which we discuss below.5.1 Delgrande's approachDelgrande has developed default formalisms based on conditional logic in which, among other things,attention is paid to the representation of the denial of defaults (see [4] and [5]). In these logics|thereare two of them, one propositional and one �rst-order|the conditional operator ) is added to anotherwise standard logical language in order to represent defaults, or what Delgrande calls statementsof \normality." In the propositional version, called NP, a default is a statement of the form � ) �;intended to be read roughly as \if � then normally �." For example, \if it is raining then normally thegrass is wet." In N, the �rst-order version, defaults are written in the form 8x(� ) �), intended to beread as \�'s are normally �'s." For instance, \ravens are normally black."A possible world semantics is the basis for truth in both NP and N. Speci�cally �) � is true if � istrue in each of the least exceptional worlds in which � is true, and 8x(�(x)) �(x)) is true in a world wi� (�) �) is true for each individual in the domain of individuals in w. In this formalism the denial of8x(�(x)) �(x)) is simple and straightforward: :8x(�(x)) �(x)) For instance, the denial of the malemystique is :8x(Person(x))Male(x)).Delgrande's primary aim in these logics is to provide a mechanism for reasoning about defaults, fordrawing conclusions which themselves are defaults, rather than reasoning with them (e.g., for drawingconclusions about individuals). As examples, in the propositional case, the default P ) Q follows fromP ! Q, and in the �rst-order case 8x(P (x) ) R(x)) follows from 8x(P (x) ) Q(x)) and 8x(Q(x) !R(x)).Indeed, the �rst-order version N does not permit default reasoning about individuals. This is due tothe fact that despite the suggestive notation, the default 8x(�) �) is not to be construed as concerningordinary quanti�cation. Speci�cally, no mechanism is provided for substituting individuals for x, northerefore for drawing default conclusions about an individual x from the default. Thus, though intuitionmay suggest that F lies(tweety) ought to follow from 8x(Bird(x) ) F lies(x)) and Bird(tweety), ifTweety is \normal", such is not the case inN. There simply is no inference rule nor axiom (schema) in thelogic to help accomplish this. This prevents the problems seen in the previous section of the conation ofcounterexamples with denials. Delgrande provides a separate mechanism for drawing default conclusions20



about individuals.24One interesting feature of Delgrande's approach is the relationship which arises between typicalityentailment ()) and strict entailment (!): 8x(Px) Qx) follows from 8x(Px! Qx). One could arguewhether this is appropriate. Certainly ) and ! bear some relation to one another, as Delgrande notes,though just what that relation ought to be may not be clear. On the one hand, it may seem reasonablethat if all P's are Q's then also typically P's are Q's, as comes out in N. On the other hand it canbe considered misleading to assert the typicality statement when the universal implication is believed.Asserting that \typically birds are animals," since \ all birds are animals," is surely misleading as theformer encourages the listener to assume that some birds are not animals. Grice's [12] maxim \bemaximally informative" supports this view, as does the claim espoused in [10] which states that it is inthe very nature of a default to have counterexamples. We refer to the use of a typicality statement whenthe corresponding universal implication is believed, as \understated universality."Delgrande also points out that in some systems such as Default Logic, 8x(Rx! Bx) and 8x(Rx):Bx) can \peacefully coexist" even though this seems counterintuitive. If all R's are B's, then how canR's typically be non-B's? The DL treatment would allow the axiom 8x(Rx! Bx) and the default ruleR : :B:B . Here the default rule will never be used since the default simply never applies, and so will notconict with the axiom 8x(Rx! Bx). Yet the intuitive reading of the rule should have it conict withthe axiom. The behavior of N di�ers: From 8x(Rx! Bx) follows 8x(Rx) Bx), as stated above.Nevertheless, viewed at a �ner level, the \peaceful coexistence" problem may re-appear in Delgrande'sapproach in two related ways. First, within a single possible world both 8xR(x)) B(x) and 8xR(x)!:B(x) can hold. For instance consider the model having two worlds w1 = fR(a); R(b);:B(a);:B(b)g andw2 = fR(a); R(b); B(a); B(b)g where Ew1w225. Then w1 j= 8x(R(x) ) B(x)) ^ 8xR(x) ! :B(x); thedefault holds since w2 j= 8xR(x)! B(x) and w2 is more normal than w1. Delgrande does not considerthis to be counterintuitive since ) refers not to the world at hand but rather to a more normal world.He further states that normalcy in his sense is not a statistical notion; however his formal treatment doesultimately depend on statistics or quantity in its requirement that in some accessible world all elementsbehave normally.Delgrande gives as example a ten-fold increase in gravity rendering all birds ightless, where still onemight say birds normally y. But to us this appears to hinge on an intuition that such an episode is anirregularity in a much larger time span during most of which birds do y. Thus again there appears tobe a vestige of statistics in the underlying intuitions.24See [5] for more on this. Our approach below, by way of contrast, accomplishes both about and with default reasoningusing a single mechanism (which is a minor addition to traditional default formalisms.)25Delgrande's notation for w2 being accessible from w1. 21



Second, suppose that the known facts or axioms state that there are exactly one thousand distinctentities a1 : : :a1000 and that all of them satisfy R and exactly 999 of them (all but a1) satisfy B. Thenevery world in every model must satisfy these facts as well. Now intuitively given this situation Rs arenormally Bs, even though there is no world in which all Rs are Bs. So for Delgrande we do not getthe default 8xR(x) ) B(x): Our knowledge of the single counterexample :B(a1) e�ectively blocks thedefault. This is because Delgrande's semantics requires strict compliance in some world: 100% of Rsmust be Bs.Our example may seem unusual in that we have supposed all atomic facts known, not what defaultreasoning is usually concerned with. However, usual default reasoning aims to draw conclusions aboutindividuals whereas Delgrande's treatment turns this around to draw conclusions about defaults. Thus ifa reasoner knows about an entire population of individuals, it might very well reason about what defaultsto adopt from that knowledge.5.2 Poole's approachPoole [32] bases his work on the premise that reasoning is not a matter of deduction but of theoryformation. He views default reasoning as an attempt to use a set of hypotheses and a set of facts toexplain observations. The hypotheses used in an explanation play the role of defaults.Poole uses a �rst-order language together with a set F of facts, a set � of names of possible hypothesesand a set C of constraints. Names of possible hypotheses are predicates of the same arity as the hypothesesthey name. For each name in � there is a fact in F which links the name to the hypothesis. If, forexample, we want to have as default that birds normally y, we would put birdsfly(x) in � as the nameof a hypothesis. F would then contain 8x birdsfly(x) ! (bird(x) ! fly(x)). The constraints in C areformulas that state when a particular hypothesis is not applicable. For example, if we do not want thebirdsfly(x) hypothesis to apply to ostriches, we would put 8x ostrich(x) ! :birdsfly(x) in C. Poolede�nes a scenario of (F , �, C) to be a set D[F where D is a set of ground instances of � and D[C[Fis consistent. An explanation of a closed formula g is a scenario that implies g.As an example, letF = fbird(tweety); ostrich(fred); 8x birdsfly(x) ! (bird(x)! fly(x)); 8x ostrich(x)! bird(x)g� = fbirdsfly(x)g22



C = f8x ostrich(x) ! :birdsfly(x)gWith this, we can \explain" fly(tweety). The set D contains birdsfly(tweety) which lets us derivebird(tweety) ! fly(tweety) from F , and from that we can get fly(tweety). However we cannot �ndan explanation for fly(fred) because ostrich(fred) and the hypothesis birdsfly(fred) are inconsistentwith the constraint in C.Unlike the approaches of Delgrande and Schlechta (below), Poole's treatment combines reasoningwith defaults and reasoning about defaults. The latter is achieved through the constraint mechanism. Itappears however to su�er from the peaceful coexistence problem: n 2 � and :n 2 C together simply leadto the default named n not being used; no particular tension arises. This amounts to the odd situationin which 8xR(x) ! :B(x) can be a fact even though n(x) ! (R(x) ! B(x)) is also a fact: a defaultwith no true instances.Poole's system cannot reason about constraints such as that w is not a constraint. This is a limi-tation, in that one can imagine the need for a robot to be advised that, say, all ostriches except Alfredcannot y, i.e., birdsfly(x) is constrained by all ostriches except one. While we can write the con-straint (ostrich(x) ^ x 6= alfred) ! :birdsfly(x) this does not entail the absence of the constraintx = alfred! :birdsfly(x), and there seems no way to express this absence.An additional di�culty is the equivalence problem. Suppose for example, that we have default namesn and m corresponding to the defaults 8x n(x)! (bird(x)! flies(x)) and 8x m(x)! (feathered(x)!flies(x)), together with the fact that 8xfeathered(x) $ bird(x). If it is also known that ostrich(tweety)^8x ostrich(x) ! bird(x) and if 8x ostrich(x) ! :n(x) is a constraint then n(tweety) is blocked butm(tweety) is not and so we can still conclude flies(tweety). The \equivalence" of n and m is notrecognized.5.3 Schlechta's approachSchlechta [37] represents defaults in �rst-order logic with a generalized quanti�er. An open default suchas \Normally birds y" is taken to mean \Most birds y" and is represented as rx bird(x) : fly(x) whichsays that there is an \important" subset of the set of birds, all of whose members y. We will mainlydiscuss the simpler case of normal open defaults: \Normally things don't y", represented as rx:fly(x).This says that there is an important subset of the set of all objects, all of whose members don't y.The notion of important subsets is captured in the semantics by a system N (M ) of important subsetsof the domain. N (M ) consists of subsets ofM such that the intersection of any two of the subsets is notthe empty set (unless the domain is empty). This condition rules out contradictory important subsets23



and therefore rules out situations where both \normally �(x)" and \normally :�(x)" are true. Alsoruled out are empty important subsets when the domain is not empty. The notion of truth follows thatof �rst-order logic with additional inductive steps including: rx�(x) holds in hM;N (M )i provided thereis a set A in N (M ), for all members a of which �(a) holds. This captures the idea that for something tobe normally true there has to be an important subset of the domain for which that property holds. Sinceit is not possible for an important subset of the domain to satisfy :�(x) while 8x�(x) holds, we cannothave \peaceful coexistence" between rx:�(x) and 8x�(x).The language is a �rst-order language augmented with the quanti�er r and with a set of ax-iom schemata. The equivalence property is obtained from the axiom schema: rx�(x) ^ 8x(�(x) ! (x))!rx (x). Inconsistencies in the defaults can be detected using the axiomrx�(x)! :rx:�(x).Analogous axioms are present in the open default case where another axiom of interest is [rx�(x) : (x)]^8x(�(x)^ (x)! #(x)):!rx�(x) : #(x). This enables us to infer from \normally birds y" and\things that y have wings" that \normally birds have wings." However we also have: 8x�(x)!rx�(x)which (as mentioned earlier in the discussion of Delgrande) we �nd unintuitive: if all birds are animals,then it seems misleading to say that typically birds are animals.Schlechta's approach enables us to reason about (and deny) defaults and to resolve conicts betweendefaults in a principled way. But as with Delgrande's �rst-order proposal, we cannot use Schlechta'sscheme to conclude facts about individuals. There is no axiom or inference rule that lets us infer fromrx:fly(x) that :fly(fred). We applaud his introduction of sets, and think this can fruitfully be mademore explicit (see below).6 Formalizing Trends6.1 Use and mention components of defaultsThe representational di�culties illustrated in section 4 we see as hinging on a conation of use (inferential,procedural) and mention (descriptive, declarative) components of default reasoning. To be sure, explicitdenials of defaults, or inferences of a default from other defaults, have been considered (by Delgrande,Poole and Schlechta) apart from default use concerning individuals. But we think that even ordinarydefault use has an implicit default mention aspect that is better brought out into the open.Research interest in the procedure (use) of drawing defeasible conclusions has been so high that thedeclarative (mention) component of default information has been given only limited attention.26 The26This is not to say that default information was not represented, nor that such representation had no declarativefeatures, nor that typicality mentions were never used; but rather that little concern|Delgrande, Poole, and Schlechtaare notable exceptions|had been shown for the detailed interpretation of various declarative mechanisms, as opposed to24



latter (mention) is a bit hard to convey using the familiar terminology which is so infected with theinferential capacity of the former (use). We have already made a stab at it above in earlier sections,especially with regard to denials; however, the following may serve to reinforce the idea and make itmore general. It may be a fact (or even just a belief) about the world that most birds can y, quiteindependently of any disposition to draw defeasible conclusions from it. A separate piece of reasoning(whether via a rule or another belief) is required before the general belief about most birds can be appliedto a particular bird. In DL this is done with rules; in NML and circumscription it is axioms that, togetherwith yet further apparatus, produce defeasible conclusions. A state of a�airs in which most birds can ywe will call a trend, namely a trend of the population of birds. Thus the existence of a population trendis logically prior to the inference that an individual member of that population obeys that trend (i.e. istypical or normal).For concreteness (see the discussion near the end of Section 4.2.3): the circumscription default axiom	(x)^:Ab	;f�g(x)! �(x) both encodes what is normal and how to draw normality conclusions aboutany particular individual x. Denying this via a simple negation has the odd consequence of a�rmingAb	;f�g(x), that is, of a�rming there is a notion of normality (and hence of abnormality). The attemptto deny a notion of what is normal results in asserting it! We see this as due to the unfortunate mixof two mechanisms, normality-mention and normality-use, further ampli�ed below, at work in a singleformula.The expression \default reasoning" is perhaps misleading with regard to this distinction. The declar-ative (mention) component is not a default, it is a (presumed) fact about a population. The default is thedisposition to base defeasible reasoning on that declarative fact. However, it has become so customaryto regard defaults as \encoding" typicality information that we will not try to buck tradition here. Wewill, however, suggest terminology for the two parts: typicality-mention (the trend) and default-use (theindividual inference). It is the latter that holds all the nonmonotonicity.We are accustomed to writing the world-facts of typicality-mention, e.g., that most birds y, as partand parcel of the default-use mechanisms. As a result, it becomes problematic how to deny what is oftennot explicit or at least not separately represented: the typicality-mention itself.6.2 Summing up the problemSince defaults have tended to be formally represented in combined use-mention form, then they contain aconfusion between a default being true as a mention of general typicality about a population, and soundconsiderable concern for what default inferences were drawn from those representation. What we have argued above is thatdefault information is also used in other ways (denials) where typicality mentions are crucial. Furthermore, as we saw inthe previous section, even default conclusions can be adversely a�ected when denials in range defaults are not properlyrepresented. 25



(or true) vis-a-vis its particular conclusions. The negation of such a representation (when possible at all)then mixes together both the unsoundness of the inferences, and the denial of the typicality-mention,even if (as in the case of range defaults) only the latter is wanted. As a result it is not clear whether weare getting what is needed when we try to deny a default, and our earlier discussion above suggests weare not.The key, then, is to view a default D as having two complementary features. One is a declarativestatement, Trend, as a fact about the commonsense world. The other is the individual-inference mecha-nism IIM by which Trend is used to produce default conclusions. It is IIM that involves a plausibilityassessment. In the usual formalisms these two are conated. What we need for default-denial is to negateTrend, not IIM . But when IIM and Trend are combined in a single monolithic representation, this isproblematic.IIM asserts, defeasibly, that default conclusions are true. Trend asserts, indefeasibly, that the giventypicality relation does obtain.27 But that relation can obtain without all particular conclusions defeasiblyinferred from it also obtaining.To be more concrete, we may believe \birds typically y," and this belief is distinct from (althoughrelated to) our subsequent beliefs that Tweety (probably) ies. We might �nd out that we are wrongabout Tweety and yet retain our trust in the commonsense wisdom that birds typically y. We may alsoconclude that, in this case, the bird in question (Tweety) is simply not typical.Thus, from the fact that typically birds y, it does not follow as a logical consequence that Tweetyies. Rather it follows as a defeasible conclusion under the (perhaps tacit) defeasible assumption thatTweety is typical. So, it may be that Tweety does not y even though we have concluded the opposite,and without jeopardizing the truth of the fact that typically birds y.Should we want to deny the default itself, we assert that the typicality-mention is false: it is not thecase the birds typically y. We do not need to undo the default-use since that cannot function withoutthe information of the typicality-mention.6.3 A formal solutionIt remains for us to formalize the above ideas and illustrate them in NML, DL, and circumscription.Our proposed solution then is to \divide" default representations into two parts, corresponding to theirfactual-mention (Trend) and inferred-conjectural-use (IIM ) aspects.We propose invoking a new predicate expression, roughly Trend(P;Q), that has the intuitive meaning27This does not mean that Trend cannot later be found wrong and retracted; it simply means that Trend is believed.Our treatment does not preclude the inference of a trend as a default; however we will not develop this here.26



that \typically P's are Q's."28 This plays the role of Trend above: it is the claim that the commonsenseworld has a certain typicality feature. It is not in itself a means to infer particular default conclusionsabout particular entities. The latter is done by IIM , which takes di�erent forms in di�erent formalisms.We present here ways to represent IIM in DL, NML, and circumscription. The idea is that IIM willinvoke Trend, roughly as follows:IIM : If Trend, then draw a Trend-ish default conclusion when possible.This contrasts with the traditional representation in which the antecedent \If Trend..." is missing.Here we suppose typicality-mentions to be stated as ordinary axioms, e.g., Trend(Bird; F lyer). Inrough terms what we have in mind is along the following lines:29Trend(Bird; F lyer)! (Bird(x) ,! F lyer(x))The antecedent is our representation of the factual trend that birds do indeed typically y, and theconsequent Bird(x) ,! F lies(x) sanctions the defeasible (not necessarily factual) conclusion about anindividual member x of the set of birds. Thus we combine both mention and use, but separated intosub-formulas. Moreover the mention (trend) sub-formula will in general also appear on its own as aseparate belief and modus ponens will then be brought to bear when default use is desired.Notice that our formulation has a super�cial similarity to that of Poole:Birdsfly(x) ! (Bird(x)! F lies(x))Nevertheless there is a major di�erence: Birdsfly(x) is a statement about an individual satisfying atypicality condition, and is not a population trend at all. In fact we recall that in Poole's system thereneed be no trend at all; peaceful coexistence is permitted. However, our approach requires a trend to bein place before a default is used. This is not to say that trends should not be inferred from facts aboutindividuals; we alluded to this in our example of one thousand known entities (section 5.1) and is a majortopic for future work.Our notation requires attention to some formal details which we develop now.28Regarded as a relation between the classes P and Q.29We use ,! as a generic notation for IIM (defeasible inference about an individual) whether in Default Logic, circum-scription etc. We have abandoned typ! since we used it earlier to capture traditional use-mention conations. On occasion,the equivalent formulation Trend(Bird;F lyer) ^Bird(x): ,! F lyer(x) will be used.27



6.3.1 Rei�cation of propertiesWe seek a satisfactory means to express something along the lines ofTrend(R;B)! (R(x) ,! B(x))where R and B are terms in the antecedent and yet R(x) and B(x) are formulas. This can be done in anumber of ways, including a quotation device as in [27]:Trend(\R"; \B")! (R(x) ,! B(x))Here we instead employ lowercase letters r and b to designate rei�ed properties corresponding to theformulas R(x) and B(x): Trend(r; b) ! (R(x) ,! B(x)). We now illustrate this device as a simplemodi�cation to traditional formalisms; then we will discuss a way to make this even more useful bytreating the rei�ed terms as sets.306.3.2 Formalizing denial in DLWe replace the inference rule Person(x) : Male(x)Male(x) (6.1)by the rule [ Trend(person;male) ^ Person(x) ] : Male(x)Male(x) (6.2)Then as long as Trend(person;male) is not believed, the rule cannot �re. We can even explicitly denythis typicality-mention by asserting :Trend(person;male). Here ,! corresponds to the DL inference ruleitself rather than to a formula.6.3.3 Formalizing denial in NMLIn NML we replace the axiom Person(x) ^ Consis(Male(x)) !Male(x) (6.3)by [ Trend(person;male) ^ Person(x) ^ Consis(Male(x)) ]!Male(x) (6.4)30Sets would appear to have a number of potential uses in commonsense reasoning; see [28, 29]28



and argue as above for DL. Again, the default can be denied by asserting :Trend(person;male), andwithout the conation with counterexamples. Here the ! corresponds to ,!.6.3.4 Formalizing denial in circumscriptionHere we replace the axiom Person(x) ^ :Ab(x; i)!Male(x) (6.5)where i is the relevant \aspect," by[ Trend(person;male) ^ Person(x) ^ :Ab(x; trend(person;male)) ]!Male(x) (6.6)and again argue as above.31 Again ! corresponds to ,!.Note that :Ab(x; i) is also a typicality statement, but about the individual x. That is, it says that xhas the typical behavior for the population of people with respect to maleness, but it does not say whatthat typical population behavior is; Trend(person;male) says the latter.326.3.5 Using setsWe now return to the idea of reifying population trends as sets. This has the advantage that now we cangive an arithmetic characterization of population trends, namely Trend(r; b), will be true if \most" ofthe set r is contained in the set b. This can be formalized by a parameter � that measures the proportionof rs that are bs. We say that Trend(r; b) is true i�� < jr \ bjjrj < 1Here the �rst inequality expresses that most of r is contained in b, and the second inequality addressesthe understated universality issue: we take a typicality statement to entail that there are exceptions. 33The terms r in the typicality formulas are a notational simpli�cation for fx j R(x)g. To relate these31We �nd it happily suggestive here to interpret McCarthy's \aspects" as simply the population trends themselves(Trend(p; q) rei�ed via a function symbol as trend(p; q)).32Vladimir Lifschitz has pointed out to us that we can bend the Ab predicate to our needs, eliminating its individual-dependence, by writing 8xAb(x;a) for some aspect a, to replace our :Trend(P;Q). Then Trend(P;Q) corresponds to(9x):Ab(x); but this has an odd feel to it as a way to assert a population trend: one \normal" entity is surely not enoughfor there to be a valid notion of normality, let alone no such entities as is suggested by use of 8xAb(x;a)|the peacefulcoexistence issue again, where a trend is represented and yet applies to nothing at all.Thus Ab(x; a) seems to have a presupposition, that the indicated aspect encodes a genuine population trend (whichhowever is not followed by x). Negating Ab(x; a) then is confusing for the same reasons as we have dwelled in above: whichof the two is being denied? In our treatment these are separated.33We put aside the issue of how much of a set constitutes \most" of it; this can vary greatly depending on context.Presumably � > 0:5; our treatment will not depend on the speci�c numeric proportion �. In future work we intend toexplore connections with other statistical foundations [1]. The second inequality can be left out with no harm done to ourtreatment; it simply serves to avoid understated universality.29



terms to formulas R(x), the language needs to be augmented:1. We introduce a binary predicate 2 for set membership.2. For each formula �(x) in the language, we add a termfx j �(x)g (6.7)where x is one of the free variables of �, representing the set of individuals satisfying the formula.3. We employ a \comprehension" axiom schema:8y(�(y) $ y 2 fx j �(x)g) (6.8)where �(y) is a formula in the language: this relates the formula to the set term introduced above.344. For each typicality statement Trend(fx j �(x)g; fx j  (x)g) (which is written more simply asTrend(�;  )) we add the axiom:Trend(fx j �(x)g; fx j  (x)g)! 8y(y 2 fx j �(x)g ,! y 2 fx j  (x)g) (6.9)5. We also add the axiom schemafx j �(x)g = fx j  (x)g $ (8z z 2 fx j �(x)g $ z 2 fx j  (x)g) (6.10)for set equality.As an illustration, suppose we are given the trend axiom:Trend(bird; fly)Then from 6.9 it follows that 8x(x 2 fx j Bird(x)g ,! x 2 fx j F ly(x)g)34Introducing2 into the language, together with schema (6.8), brings with it the possibility of paradoxes. There are manyproposals for dealing with this, e.g. [27, 11, 2]. Here we opt for a very conservative solution to the problem: we supposean original language L that does not contain the predicate symbols 2 or Trend. We then extend this with set constantsfx j �(x)g for each formula �(x) in L, as well as with the two symbols 2 and Trend. We employ the comprehension schema6.8 only for formulas � in the original language L. This amounts to a second-order logic, a very weak set theory. Strongerset theories are also available, of course. 30



If tweety is a constant in the language, we then derivetweety 2 birds ,! tweety 2 flyWe can now solve the equivalence problem (which arose in Poole's system) in our augmented language.If we know that typically birds y, Trend(bird; fly), and we also know that birds are precisely thefeathered vertebrates, 8xBird(x)$ Fv(x), we want to conclude that typically feathered vertebrates y,Trend(fv; fly).We have Trend(bird; fly)and 8x(Bird(x)$ Fv(x))The �rst of these is simply Trend(fx j Bird(x)g; fx j F ly(x)g)The comprehension schema yields the following two formulas:8y(Bird(y) $ y 2 fx j Bird(x)g)8y(Fv(y) $ y 2 fx j Fv(x)g)Substitution then provides: 8y(y 2 fx j Bird(x)g $ y 2 fx j Fv(x)g)We then get the set equality: fx j Bird(x)g = fx j Fv(x)gAnother substitution gives: Trend(fx j Fv(x)g; fx j F ly(x)g)which is the same as: Trend(fv; fly)As a �nal illustration recall an example mentioned in our discussion of Delgrande: 8x(P (x)) R(x))follows from 8x(P (x) ) Q(x)) and 8x(Q(x) ! R(x)). If it turns out that 8x(P (x) ! R(x)) then,as we have already observed, we question the appropriateness of asserting that P s normally are Rs:31



the expressions normality and typicality carry a sense that most but not all members of fx j P (x)gare members of fx j R(x)g. In our treatment because of the second inequality in � < jr\bjjrj < 1 fromour characterization of Trend(r; b), this sense is enforced. As a consequence we can prove the followingstrengthened version of Delgrande's result: suppose Trend(p; q) and 8x(Q(x)! R(x)). Then � < jp\qjjpj <1 by the statistical characterization of trends; it follows that � < jp\rjjpj by elementary �nite set theory. Ifin addition 9x(P (x) ^ :R(x)) then the second inequality follows as well: jp\rjjpj < 1.6.3.6 Exponentials avoidedIf a powerful enough language is available (e.g., set theory as above), the exponentially-many to-be-deniedsub-defaults (typicality-mentions) associated with a range default can be described compactly in genericform by means of quantifying over subsets of the n disjuncts in a range default. A similarly compacttreatment can be given for desired default-use mechanisms. Thus all default-uses in, say, circumscriptioncould be written at once in the form:8u; v [Trend(u; v)^ x 2 u ^:Ab(x; trend(u; v)):! x 2 v]7 Discussion and Future WorkWe have examined default reasoning from a number of perspectives, beginning with that of range defaultsand iisi-constants. While such constants did not in the end prove workable, their study helped clarifythe nature of the problem of denying default principles, a problem which remains in traditional formalapproaches as well. Others who have considered default denials and other meta-default notions haveproposed formalisms di�ering markedly from the traditional ones; moreover, those new proposals arethemselves not without curious features that may not be appropriate. Our own proposal stays withintraditional formal methods, and simply conjoins a new predicate to them. The new predicate plays ameta-role, which we have characterized as a population trend, while the remaining (traditional) portionnow can be seen more clearly in its pure default-use role, eliminating previous conation.If a population-based notion of typicality is to be taken seriously, then a deeper connection betweentypicality-mentions and actual population data is called for. We noted earlier that Delgrande's approachdoes not o�er this; our own \trend" approach as captured in the Trend predicate applied to sets doesappear to lend itself to such an attempt. More work is needed to see how far this can be carried.Recent work by Bacchus et al [1] provides a very satisfying tie between numerical (statistical orprobabilistic) approaches to nonmonotonic reasoning, and qualitative approaches such as are found inthe various logic-based formalisms. Our own e�orts reported here can be seen as a di�erent step in this32



direction: we have highlighted default-mention as quintessentially a matter of (a belief concerning) apopulation trend. We believe it essential to carry forward these ideas fully if nonmonotonic reasoningis to enter into the ranks of genuinely practical techniques in the AI arsenal. A reasoning agent thatcannot reason (or be usefully advised) that one class under consideration is much larger than another,or that two classes are su�ciently similar in characteristics that they can be treated alike, or that so fewmembers of one class have a given default property that the default should be declared inappropriate, isa very poor commonsense agent indeed.The chief advantages we see for our approach are (i) that it allows default denials (and other metar-easoning) by almost trivial adjustments to existing approaches, (ii) it appears to have the beginnings ofa mechanism for a more proper connection with population data, and (iii) it clari�es what had been amonolithic conation of two conceptually distinct notions.Conations are perhaps most notorious in the case of the iisi-constants we analyzed early in thepaper, but appear as well in more traditional formalisms. And the apparent commonplace occurrence ofrange defaults makes it essential to tease the conations apart.We conclude by re-examining the conation that occurs in the iisi-theory, which is parallel to buta bit di�erent from that of use-mention. �(iisi	) masquerades as a typicality-mention (the populationtrend that 	s are typically �s). And yet prepending a negation sign conates the denial of such a trendwith the assertion of the opposite trend (	s are typically non-�s). The denial would simply assert thatit is not the case that 	s are typically �s. What is needed to achieve this is a syntactic marker that hasa unique role as a trend-assertion. The extra baggage of iisi-constants gets in its own way and causes thenegation to assert more than is wanted: it asserts that the constant has the negated property, because foran individual, failing to have a property is the same as to have its negation (at least in two-valued logics).Replacing the iisi-treatment with Trend( ; �) achieves precisely what is wanted, turning attention tothe population rather than a (�ctitious) individual.The same observations apply to a disjunctive trend (range default): instead of asserting that typicallypeople are either male or female, the obvious disjoined iisi-formula asserts that the either the typicalperson is a male (and hence most people are males), or the typical person is a female (and most peopleare females). An iisi-constant does its job too well, forcing defaults when none is wanted. This closingexample serves to remind that, despite the title of this paper, it is not denials alone that are problematic,and that appear well-served by the population-based approach we advocate.As mentioned earlier, it is of interest that humans apparently do at times reason with somethingvery like iisi-constants, yet do not seem to make the associated conation errors. We suspect that theability to judiciously refrain from applying a given mode of thought in certain contexts is a large part ofcommonsense reasoning, and one in need of much more exploration [13, 19, 30].33
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